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Core game features. ■ A Dungeon Crawler RPG Based On A Myth An action RPG set in a world that imagines the Lands Between and takes place between the world and the Void between the world and Void. It is a game that can be enjoyed anytime anywhere, where
you can freely choose a character and create a party of up to 6 members, and where the story is presented in the form of a series of challenges that involve the continuous actions of the characters. It is a game that allows players to enjoy the development of an
extremely realistic action RPG while enjoying countless dungeon-crawling in a world that has been designed to have many dungeons that have various types of monsters and traps. ■ Unique Character Creation A unique system in which you choose not just your
appearance, but also your weapon and armor, and set your own level and battle style, unlike other RPGs. ■ A World that Balances Actions and Interaction Action RPG components have been fully integrated into the world. First-person perspective is used to let you
witness the world in the midst of the action, while the battle screen gives an overview of the scene in 3D. ■ Player-endorsed Characters and Monsters Select characters and monsters that you can enjoy using the end-user-created support system, and the monsters
you encounter will have their unique character and development that cannot be experienced in other games. ■ Dueling: Realistic Battles where Your Character Kills the Enemy's Dueling as a way to get rid of monsters that would bother you, and dueling as an
important method to advance your story. ■ Unparalleled Action Adorned with Realism and the Slight-of-Hand Style Various movements and stances that make you feel like a real character. Beautiful and full of excitement. ■ A More Sensual World with a Unique Feel
Action-oriented graphics that convey the detailed emotion of a beautiful and peaceful world. ■ Illustrations that are Equipped with Realistic Details Work that contains all types of emotions is done with the color and concept of a beautiful and graceful world. ■ The
Heart of an Action RPG An action RPG with elements that set the world of an action RPG in a contemporary world. ■ Performed by Eorzea's Game Director World background production, illustrations, and so on are all performed by Tetsuya Nomura, the

Features Key:
Experience a completely new story in an action RPG. Be amazed as you uncover a mysterious story in Lands Between.
Meet with and cooperate with many other players. Travel together and create your own journey in the Lands Between.
High-quality, animated, and colorful characters. You are a handsome young man named Tarnished.
Play as a slightly opposite character. Play as an arrogant young man named Elite.
Use a variety of attacks while using powerful skills. Become a fire-tempered, sword-wielding beast.
Highly customize your character so you can play freely.
Play with your friends on two different decks.

A Heroic Hero Rises
The heroine of Taldaram, Dellin, was left by her parents when she was a baby. To escape a life of shame, she became a thief, a country girl, and became involved in a bandit organization known as the Brotherhood.
One day, when Del was only 15 years old, her life was torn apart by the hands of the Elden's rampage. Her memories were buried by the dark power of Taldaram all her life. However, everyone's destiny lies in the hands of fate, and just when it seems that luck is about to
betray you, you will find yourself committing an evil deed.
Del is a cheerful and naive country girl who loves and trusts in others. As such, she falls for a thief and becomes involved in a bandit organization in a mad scramble to protect her child friend. As the group is challenged to confront the threat of the dark powers of Taldaram
and the Organization, Del arrives in the Lands Between and into the arms of a brand new world. A world where the gods and heroes have mysteriously disappeared and their place is filled with monsters, dangerous magic and red-hot adventure.

Wield Sword and Fire
You can combine weapons and armors of various types, attack with your brain, and direct your strong and fierce attacks against your enemies. Through countless battles, unique skills will be developed and highly addictive action will be realized. Become a well-rounded
action hero by
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“A beautiful title. Reminds me of the Dynasty Warriors” [Nintendo Hub] “A solid title. The graphics and game mechanics are really nice and polished” [THQ] “A really beautiful game that feels like a true classic” [PlayStation 4World] “This game is extremely challenging and
fun to play, and I’m going to end up playing it constantly for the next few weeks” [NGamer] CONFIRMED CONTENT Additions and Changes English Patch 1.2.0 New Features and Changes • Daily Challenge (Remastered) Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.2.0 • To help you
prepare for the intense battle with the Blood Moon, we are launching a new Survival mode on April 24 (Tuesday) 14:00 (UTC+9). If you complete it, you can earn a cosmetic reward. • Skill Runes Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.1.2 • Skill Runes: Ever since the introduction
of Skill Runes in this game, many users have called us for more options to choose from. We will continue to add Skill Runes in the future. • Class Mastery Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.1.3 • Class Mastery: To assist you in leveling up your characters’ skills, we will
continue to add Class Mastery and re-evaluate the changes to the classes. • Recommended class set New Recommended class set has been added, and we recommend these classes to beginners. • Only a few days left! You must hurry! 1. Add New Features, Ver. 1.2.0 ▼ Title
Page New Features • New Character Skins. 2. Event Schedule Change, Ver. 1.2.0 ▼ Description Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.2.0 • Character Skill Runes Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.1.2 • Skill Runes: Ever since the introduction of Skill Runes in this game, many
users have called us for more options to choose from. We will continue to add Skill Runes in the future. • Class Mastery Confirmed To Be Added in Patch 1.1 bff6bb2d33
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[1] “Fantasy RPG” [2] “Wide-open Field” [3] “RPG is a fantasy RPG game, that is inspired by the Elder Scrolls” SKILL SYSTEM You will find difficulty and suspense in a virtual fantasy world. There are various skills that enhance your combat skills, such as the “Combat and Magic
Skill,” “Weapon Skill,” and “Armor Skill.” These skills will allow you to play the game at your level. A graphical combat system that utilizes a detailed battle effect. The action game will give you feelings of massive ups and downs. During battle, you can activate the skills and
more than 19 spells. Various class types to acquire and enhance The ultimate fantasy action RPG game will be provided. [1] “NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG GAME” Starting from D, E, F-grade classes, to G, and up to S-grade classes, which are the Elite classes, you can freely
switch a class when you change to a new character. There are nine different class types in the game including Warrior, Knight, and Cleric. There are various character types including generic and legendary, as well as fantasy races and classes, and original races and classes.
Each class has unique skills that you can learn through class-specific training. Your equipment becomes more powerful as your level rises. You can equip a variety of equipment as well. And there are more customization options for the appearance of your character. There are
also numerous classes and you can freely choose your favorite class. “Fantasy RPG” is the ideal RPG game that allows you to create a powerful character using a variety of characters and classes. “Fantasy RPG” that allows you to display your character with a variety of
expressions through the viewpoint of the character. [2] “WIDE-OPEN FIELD” A vast world that is filled with a variety of situations and that allows you to travel to different places that are unique and exciting. A map is displayed on the minimap which will be displayed in the
game, and on the world map you will be able to view the large world. A variety of enemies await you in the world. A variety of traps and monsters will activate when you

What's new in Elden Ring:
Slick, retro, and feature-packed this 2001 Sega classic deserves to be on any retro game fan's gaming library as it's the "Definitive Bomberman" or so its packaging tells
us...and it's easily one of my favorites on the Sega CD/Dreamcast. It's all about the Bomberman! As far as I know, the Sega Dreamcast retail release was only sold in Europe a
few years later. In a nutshell: I can't tell you how much time I spent playing this game in thirteenth grade. Everything about it gives me such immense nostalgia. So I decided
I'd share with you all my perspective on the game, the reviews you can find online and more specifically with my tiny GBA Live with Vibrantessence mini review. Graphics: 8.5
Sound: 9 Playability: 10 Overall Experience: 9.5 Story The idea of playing Bomberman is simple: you play as an evil bomber fighting against his friend named the Bomber
Man. However your friend does not want to be a killing machine and so out of respect for his friend and his baby girl, you gain the power of telekinesis and hurtle towards the
finish line by using your powers to defeat the enemy and save the girl. The story is simple but certainly enjoyable. Everything flows smoothly and I found myself amused
throughout even if there are a few hiccups. Perhaps the biggest take away from the story is the randomness when it comes to the characters: you don't always follow along
with the plot. Can you imagine playing as Al Vulcan, a blue bomber who wears pink? (its hard to remember all the characters -_-) Gameplay As the title suggests, this is
Bomberman in game form. You control the camera (and sometimes a character that attacks other characters) with the analog stick on the GBA d-pad and you use the A
button to fire bombs. You can also use a variety of power-up items which change how you move and shoot. The problem here is the moving and shooting. Bringing a computer
game to the GBA hurts in a major way - there's no one in charge with the camera and you control everything. So basically there are people in charge of one shot game design
and Bomberman is kind of subpar. I made it to the bonus stages several times using the GBA's shoulder buttons but not once without hitting a stupid
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Elden Ring
Elden, the hero?!
Tarnished, the servant of the Hero!

ogue

Lands Between spread across lands and seas.

world filled with wonder and excitement, the characters quickly begin their adventure. They kill monsters, and explore the vast country. The higher the difficulty levels get,
higher the feeling of empowerment.
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ough wise use of their abilities and experience, they make important decisions. They can either use smart thinking to uncover their destiny, or live heedlessly with their
tions.

outlined above, I chose not to focus on the intimate aspects, instead leaving the world of fantasy, and drawing parallels with modern society, such as school life, friendship,
tionship, etc.
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n in 1999, Shoku Gin, previously known as Ri Gin, is a person born to Draw. He used to attend a foreign art school where he rapidly gained a rank in guitar. However, due to his
bility to care about his studies at the time, and illness, he was discharged from the school. With that, Ri Gin started living a normal life as an employee in a company. He
asionally draws, but spends most of his time playing video games and listening to music.

in: the name written in gold, I assume you all get the meaning of the title. I will be creating games that will delight and give you wings. See you later!
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